Abstract⎯Cellular resource driven automata nets (CRDA-nets) are a generalization of the concept of two-level resource nets (Petri nets) with an introduction of an infinite regular system grid. This formalism is a hybrid of Petri nets and asynchronous Cellular Automata and is designed for modeling multi-agent systems with dynamic spatial structure. Spatial boundedness is a property that guarantees the preservation of the finiteness of "geometric dimensions" of the active part of the system (for example, the living space) during its lifetime. Three variants of spatial boundedness for cellular RDA-nets are defined: localization, bounded diameter and bounded area. The properties of the corresponding algorithmic problems are investigated, their undecidability in the general case is proved. A non-trivial criterion for the localization of an one-dimensional CRDA-net is proposed, based on the new concept of the RDA propagation graph. An algorithm is described for constructing a propagation graph, using the method of saturation of generating paths. A method for estimating the diameter of an 1-dim CRDA with a bounded propagation graph is presented.
INTRODUCTION
Classical Petri nets are a low-level formalism with a very simple set of basic elements: place, transition, arc and token. There are no convenient modeling tools for high-level structures, such as module and hierarchy. Basic Petri nets are also not well-suited for modeling multi-agent systems with a dynamic structure, since the set of transitions is fixed and can not be altered at runtime. The emergence of new agents and the disappearance of old ones can be modelled only by changing the marking of special places, thereby allowing or prohibiting the activation of dependent transitions.
There exists a number of formalisms based on ordinary Petri nets, in which the concept of the agent is highlighted in one or another way. Some modeling languages introduce modularity and hierarchy as well. In particular, in the high-level Petri nets (for example, in Colored nets [10] , Object nets [17] and many others [7, 11] ) guard functions on transitions and expressions on arcs are introduced, making possible to enhance (in different ways) the firing condition of the transition and the action it performs. In Nested Petri nets [13] the structure of resource is enhanced: it can itself be a Petri net (up to recursive ness).
In [4] a visual language with a two-level structure was defined -nets of resource driven automata (RDA-nets) -which allows to describe multi agent systems compactly and at the same time quite graphically. New methods of modeling and analysis were proposed and studied, applicable to the systems, represented in the form of nets with resources (AR-nets, RDA-nets, cellular RDA-nets). It was shown that modular AR-nets and nested nets have a number of constructive compositional properties (in particular, there are special types of inheritance for key properties of boundedness and liveness).
In [5] we introduced an extension of the RDA-net concept to the case of models with an infinite system net. Since this concept is close to classical Cellular Automata, such systems were called cellular RDA-nets. In [5] a hierarchy of classes of one-dimensional cellular nets (chains) was constructed, based on the limitations of the topology of the system net. The expressive power of several base classes of this hierarchy was studied. It was proved that: nets with a full set of ports are equivalent to Turing machines; nets without output ports are equivalent to finite automata; nets without input ports are bimimular to communicationfree Petri nets. It was demonstrated that such formalisms are suitable for modeling and verification of dis-tributed coalitions of agents, inhabiting an infinite grid (in particular, spatially distributed wireless networks).
Another class of infinite Petri nets was proposed by D. A. Zaitsev in [18] . However, he study ordinary one-level Petri nets, and the grid structure is formed at the same level as the structure of the behavior of an individual node. In [18] it is shown that such nets can be used for modeling and verification of static computing grids.
One of the problems arising during the analysis of potentially infinite spatially dynamic cellular models is the verification of the very possibility of such infinite "movement." For example, for a sensor agent the traversing of the entire grid may be a desirable property. On the contrary, for a base station it is desirable to maintain a constant distance to the neighboring stations (i.e. to bound the maximum diameter of the network). In addition, spatial boundedness allows to expect the decidability of many interesting semantic properties of the simulated systems, because, as it was already established earlier [5] , bounded "weak" cellular nets are weaker than Turing machines.
In this paper we study the possibilities of finding the constructive criteria of spatial boundedness for essential subclasses of cellular Petri nets. Various types of spatial boundedness are introduced: from the "finiteness of the set of ever populated cells" to the weaker "boundedness of the diameter of a populated area."
The main result of the paper is the criterion of localization of the cellular net, based on the construction of the so-called propagation graph. The corresponding algorithm uses the saturation method, which is close to the method of constructing the cover ability tree of an ordinary Petri net. However, in this case we saturate not the finite-dimensional vector of the marking, but the so-called generating paths in the propagation graph.
We consider one-dimensional cellular RDA-nets (where the system grid is a simple chain of cells). However, all the proposed methods can be generalized to higher dimensions (for example, cellular models on the plane and in three-dimensional space).
The paper is organized as follows. In the first chapter the main definitions and notations are presented, concerning multisets, RDA-nets and cellular RDA-nets. Additionally, the main properties of expressiveness for the corresponding classes of formal models are given. The second chapter is devoted to the problems of spatial boundedness of one-dimensional cellular RDA-nets. Definitions are introduced, undecidability is proved in the general case, a criterion of localization is given (based on the propagation graph). The conclusion contains some possible directions of further research.
PRELIMINARIES

Multisets
Let be a finite set. A multiset over a set is a mapping , where is the set of nonnegative integers. By we denote the set of all finite multisets over . Set-theoretic operations and relations can be naturally generalized to finite multisets: Let Then we have:
Resource Driven Automata Nets (RDA-nets)
We define RDA-net as AR-system [2, 3] with tokens (resources) being a specialized extension of finite state machines, called resource driven automata. Thus we refine tokens in AR-nets by defining their own behavior. In the course of its running an automaton token may consume and produce resources-tokens from/to the nodes adjacent to the node it resides in. We label arcs in AR-net with port names to indicate nodes with accessible resources.
Let be a finite set of types, be a finite set of typed individual objects. We call these objects constants. The type of a constant is denoted by . For by we denote the set of all constants of type .
Let then be a finite set of typed (by elements of ) ports (port names). The type of a port is denoted by . An underlying AR-net with arcs labeled with ports is called a system net.
Definition 1. A system net is a tuple
, where ⎯ is a finite set of nodes (resource stores);
is a set of consuming arcs; ⎯ is a set of producing arcs; ⎯ is a function, labeling arcs by port names. Note that a tuple actualy defines a structure of a net of active resources [3] : types of objects (active resources) and ways of their interactions (consumption and production). In graphic form the nodes are represented by circles, the consumption relation by dotted arrows and the production relation by solid arrows.
A consuming arc defines that objects in the node (playing a role of active agents) may consume objects from the node (playing a role of passive resource). A producing arc defines that objects in the node (playing a role of active agents) may produce objects into the node (playing a role of passive resource). The same object in different interactions (defined by the system net arcs) may act in four different roles: consuming agent, consumed resource, producing agent and produced resource. Moreover, it can play several of these roles at the same time.
In RDA-nets the objects are modified finite automata. A transition of such an automaton not only changes the internal state of the automaton itself, but also transforms the resources in the adjacent nodes of the system network (accordingly to the special resource expression, assigned to the transition). 
each is a RDA of type over the set of types and the -typed sets ) and of variables, constants and ports respectively.
An RDA-net consists of a finite set of RDA with types from as described above, and a system net over a set of types, set of constants, and some set of -typed ports.
A marking (a state) in a RDA-net is, by definition, a marking in its underlying system net.
By abuse of notation we will not differ automaton and its name/type . From now we will write for the constant denoting the state of an automaton of type . Contextually we call a constant an agent, a resource, or just an object.
We define an interleaving semantics for RDA-nets. A run in a RDA-net is a sequence of agent transition firings. Thus only agents may change a state.
Firing a transition in an agent requires resources listed in input subterms of the resource transformation expression, labeling . Input subterm describes a resource , which should be obtained via a port in the system net. A source node for this port arrow in a system net is a node, where this resource should be taken from. Similarly, if possible a firing of an automaton transition consumes required resources and produces new resources in line with output subexpressions of the transition label. (Fig. 1) . Here we can see a process of water syntheses. The only active agent (RDA) of this system -the automaton -defines the chemical reaction ("two molecules of hydrogen and one molecule of oxygen transmute into two molecules of water"). The system net represents a physical environment: three reservoirs and a tube, where the reaction takes place. Ports get and put link these two levels (or two aspects) of the system. From the system's point of view these ports are physical gates, from the agent's point of view they are parameter names.
Despite the new modeling capabilities, RDA-nets have the same analysis capabilities as Petri nets [15] : Theorem 1.
[4] RDA-nets are expressively equivalent to Petri nets. Resource automata nets model explicit and implicit interaction of agents without introducing any intermediate layers and/or protocols. This allows us to adequately reflect the specifics of the domain by using a uniform and compact syntax. Agents can be moved, created, copied and destroyed by other agents (external mobility). They can also perform all these actions (on themselves) on their own initiative (internal mobility).
Note that the choice of finite automata (rather than Petri nets) as tokens does not reduce the expressiveness of the formalism in comparison with ordinary and high-level Petri nets (Th. 1). In this case, the syntax of the language is as simple as possible, which allows to build various natural hybrid and high-level extensions [6] .
Cellular RDA-nets (CRDA-nets)
One of the interesting aspects of RDA-nets is the ability to conveniently simulate spatial dynamicsagents can move each other between the nodes of the system net (or even move themselves). The transition to an infinite case is natural:
is a finite set of resource automata residing in the nodes of some infinite (but regular) system net (grid).
Cellular Resource Driven Automata is a model similar to cellular automata, where a separate cell can contain not an automaton (a system with a finite number of states) but an RDA-net (a Petri net).
The main differences of cellular RDA-nets from ordinary RDA-nets (classical Petri nets) are: ⎯an unbounded set of separate object nets (RDAs); ⎯flexible interaction between objects, the ability to create and destroy automata.
The main differences of cellular RDA-nets from classical Cellular Automata are: ⎯asynchronous operation of cells, non-determinism of the selection of the active cell; ⎯a separate cell is not an automaton, but a Petri net, that is, a system with an unlimited number of states.
Note that Cellular Automata are Turing-powerful even in the one-dimensional case [8] , where the grid is a chain of cells. Therefore, we will also consider only one-dimensional system grids.
The considered (infinite regular one-dimensional) system net is shown in Fig. 2 . Active tokens (RDAs) residing in a particular cell can consume/produce resources from three cells -the left neighbor, the right neighbor and the current one. There are no restrictions on tokens. Theorem 2.
[5] The class of systems modeled by one-dimensional cellular RDA-nets (1-dim CRDA) coincides with the class of systems modeled by Turing machines.
SPATIAL BOUNDEDNESS
3.1. Undecidability In the proof of the Theorem 2 in [5] we used the transformation of an arbitrary Turing machine (represented in the form of a two-counter automaton -a so called Minsky machine) into a 1-dim cellular net with at most two automata in each cell at any time. The values of the first and the second counters of were modeled by the number of "live" cells to the left and to the right from the central cell, respectively. Of course, the "length" of the living part of the grid in such a system can grow unlimitedly.
It is obvious that such spatial unboundedness is a necessary condition for universality. If it is not present, the system is an ordinary, rather than a cellular RDA-net (which is just a Petri net -see Th. 1).
Spatial boundedness is a non-trivial semantic property. 
Get (2) A net has bounded diameter if at each moment of time the largest distance between "populated" cells (the number of cells separating them) does not exceed some natural (3) A net has bounded area if at each moment of time the number of "populated" cells does not exceed some natural
Immediately from the definitions we have: Proposition 1. "Localization" "Bounded diameter" "Bounded area". At the same time it is easy to find counterexamples for and By construction of the network in the proof of Theorem 2.3 (see [5] Obviously, this means that the spatial boundedness (in all three variants) is undecidable also at higher dimensions of the system grid (in the case of its nontrivial topology). However, as it will be shown below, the use of monotonicity properties of Petri nets still allows us to construct wide criteria for spatial boundedness.
Definitions for One-Dimensional Grid
For the convenience of working with one-dimensional cellular grids we introduce a number of new terms and notations.
First, we assume that all cells are numbered from left to right by integers. For the nominal reference point we take the zero cell.
In addition (unlike [4, 5] ) we will use resource expressions without variables (only constants). Since in each type the number of constants is finite, this does not reduce the expressive power of the model. At the same time this simplification of the syntax makes it possible to describe and analyze an infinite chain of cells in a much more compact manner.
Definition 9. Let be some resource-driven automaton, -its local state, -a system marking. Denote by the number of automata, residing in the i-th cell of one-dimensional grid (a chain of cells) for the marking (cells are numbered from left to right by sequentional numbers from ).
Then the state of the i-th cell for the marking is a finite multiset over or, that is the same,
Marking of the entire system net (a system chain) is an infinite-dimensional vector of the form where The countable set of all possible markings is denoted by
Definition 10. Let Then :
We say that if such that Thus, when comparing with , we allow to "shift" the cell numbering to the left or to the right to an arbitrary value. This is natural, since all links are local, and cells have identical properties, independent of the number.
The set of available ports is the same for each cell:
Hence, for any transition its resource expression splits into six subexpressions: and respectively. Note that each of these expressions is a multiset of constants.
Also note that because of the uniqueness of the port naming, the sets and always contain exactly one element. We denote these elements as and and call the pre-and post conditions of the transition , respectively. We have 
Definition 11. Suppose that the automaton is residing in the cell with the number for the marking (that is, ). Let also be the transition of the automaton such that for some The transition is active if
Lemma 1. Let for some Then
Proof. By an immediate substitution into the definitions of transition activity and transition firing.
Lemma 2. Let for some Then
a s Proof. Similarly. Note also that in terms of the number of automata, it does not matter in which direction they are moving when triggered.
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Corollary 3. 1. If for each transition of each RDA we have
then the net is localized.
If for each transition of each RDA we have then the net area is bounded.
The properties stated above are trivial: if transitions do not increase the markings of neighboring cells, then the marking of the entire net does not increase; and if transitions do not increase the total number of machines, then the occupied area can not grow.
For the property of boundedness of diameter such simple constraints are not enough: even a "nonincreasing" net can expand unlimitedly (Fig. 3) .
The following theorem establishes that for cellular networks there is an analogue of the property of monotonicity of Petri nets (see, for example, lemma 5.2(c) in [16] ):
Theorem 3. Let for some Then
Proof. Note that when considering a finite number of firings (in particular, one), the cellular net behaves like an ordinary RDA-net with a finite number of cells in the system grid (hence it is equal to a Petri net).
However, unlike classical Petri nets, cellular RDA-nets are not well structured transition systems (WSTS) [9] , since the relation on the set (definition 3.2) is not a well-quasi-ordering (wqo).
Propagation Graph
Consider a method for describing the mutual displacement of RDAs on a one-dimensional grid in the absence of -expressions (that is, assuming there are unlimited resources in each cell). An algorithm that builds the so-called propagation graph of a system of RDAs is presented below. This graph is (not always a finite) combination of transition diagrams of all automata from in all cells of the net to which they can "propagate" when the process starts from the initial cell. In this case, different diagrams that are in the same cell or in two neighboring ones can be connected by additional "generating arcs". Informally, if the automaton in the state is able to fire, generating (via some of its ports) the new automaton in the state, then the "generating arc" is added to the propagation graph from to If was generated via then the arc goes to the left neighbouring cell, and if via or then, respectively, to the current cell or to the right neighbour. Here -expressions are not taken into account (and, consequently, do not restrain the development of the distribution of automata in any way), that is, we obtain an overapproximation of the behavior of any community of automaton cells with types from An example of a propagation graph is shown in Fig. 4 . Here we consider automata of two types ( and ), capable of creating each other. The right part of the figure represents the graph (for clarity it is divided into "cells"). It can be seen that only cells with the numbers -1, 0 and 1 are filled. The arcs and correspond to the events of the generation of new automata in neighboring cells (right and left, respectively) upon firing and It is quite obvious that any finite collection of resource driven automata of types and shown in the Fig. 4 , can not "spread" along the grid of the system net by more than one cell to the left and one cell to the right (with respect to their starting positions). This follows from the fact that no sequence of transitions in the corresponding propagation graph can go far from the cell in which it was "started." In this case cells of the graph can be considered as abstract analogues of grid cells of the system net (using not an absolute numbering (number of cells), but a relative one -shifts of cell numbers relative to the original cell).
Proposition 3. The number of connected components of does not exceed Proof. Note that by construction of the graph each node is reachable from some node of the form (i.e. the node residing in the zero cell). And this zero cell contains exactly all the nodes of all transition diagrams of all automata. In addition, this cell also contains all the internal arcs of these transition diagrams (with "single" labels) and (probably) a number of generating arcs (with "double" labels).
The only way to obtain unlimited propagation of automata to the left and/or to the right is by some infinite path in the corresponding propagation graph. 
No. 7 2017 BASHKIN tions on resources. And if the net is not localized (for example, unlimitedly spreading to the right), then an infinite sequence of transitions corresponding to its growth is possible in as well. Hence, the graph is infinite to the right -a contradiction.
The converse is not always true: there exists a localized net, which propagation graph is infinite.
The Fig. 5 shows a resource driven automaton whose propagation graph contains an infinite left-generating path. But the execution of such a path is possible only if in each negative-numbered cell there exists at least one -automaton (since the generating transition is marked with the corresponding Getexpression). However, the initial marking is always finite, so there can be only a finite number of such automata on the grid initially. And they can not be taken from anywhere, since only the constant can be generated by automata tokens, and the state is not reachable from the state . Hence the infinite generating path of the propagation graph can not be implemented in the grid.
By the Theorem 5 Algorithm 3 allows us to detect unboundedness of the net in the sense of (1) (that is, the lack of localization). Indeed, it suffices to verify the finiteness of the graph Note that this algorithm is not a decision but a semi-decision procedure for spatial boundedness, because it allows "false positives": for some localized nets it can give the answer "infinite" (an example is at the Fig. 5 ). At the same time, it correctly confirms the unboundedness, and therefore is practically meaningful.
In addition, the propagation graph in the case of its finiteness allows us to estimate the upper bound of the diameter of localized cellular nets: Proof. Obviously, since none of the initial automata can generate descendants at a greater distance.
CONCLUSION
The paper shows that the problem of spatial boundedness of cellular RDA-nets (and, consequently, of infinite Petri nets) is undecidable in general. Three variants of definition of spatial boundedness are introduced: localization, bounded area and bounded diameter.
A notion of a resource automata propagation graph is proposed (in a one-dimensional cellular net). An algorithm for constructing a propagation graph has been developed, using the new property of "spatial monotonicity". A nontrivial criterion for the localization of the model is proposed, based on the verification of the finiteness of the propagation graph. A method is presented for the estimation of an upper bound of the diameter of a localized cellular RDA-net with a finite propagation graph.
As possible directions for further research we consider the search for a weaker criteria of boundedness, as well as the study of some other "spatial" properties of cellular resource models: "volume" of the model, stable configurations, tiling problems etc.
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